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Abstract 
  

In the month of December year 2019, a virus that is known as novel coronavirus 

infection (COVID-19) activate via SARS-CoV 2 pop up in a country that is 

China and now has unfold in numerous countries. This virus is mutating 

continuously and appears as more severe in transmitting infections and 

mortality. It is found that transmission rate and mortality due to COVID-19 is 

different in different regions. It is also reported that pregnant ladies are prone 

populace of COVID-19 and are greater in all likelihood to possess problem and 

proceed to extreme illness. However, direct transference from mom to toddler 

is still to be approved. Coronavirus discovered (COVID-19) has hastily 

activated like a world fitness ultimatum. The reason of this in article is to 

measure our neighborhood trip of boosting contamination manage rate 

COVID-19 contamination of each medical care people and sufferers. In 

addition, it is recommended to make effective legislation to control the spread 

of viral diseases globally. 
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Introduction 

A virus that is named as novel coronavirus, a beta-

coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 like, used to be identified 

in a group of sufferers along neighborhood obtained 

botulism in China, on the grounds that Dec 2019. This 

virus is named as coronavirus disease of 2019 

(COVID-19) [1]. At the end of 2020, there have been 

more than 77,382,044 confirmed cases of COVID-19, 

including 1,702,128 deaths, reported to WHO. Strict 

restraint operations have been carried out inside China 

attempted to comprise the eruption. Contamination 

came up in the nations or space besides occurring 

transference, efforts are used to pull up transference, 

and stop plausible explosion 3, 4 separation of verified 

and doubted cases, and pinpointing of associations are 

critical section of these manipulate attempts; Even so, 

if or not these attempts will reap manage of 

transference of COVID-19 is unsure [2]. Symptoms of 

inflammation comprise temperature, wheezing, 

exhaustion, muscle ache, hyperventilation, loose 

motions and many others [3]. 

Epidemiology and contamination 
manage preparedness for SARS-CoV-2 

Along the bibliography to the contamination 

manipulate alertness graph for rising transferable 

disorder in Hong Kong [4], a collection of proactive 

contamination manipulate measures had been turn on 

in the sanatorium power, a controlling physique of 

forty three communal sanatorium accountable for 

ninety percent of inmate provider in Hong Kong, right 

away behind the legitimate declaration of group of 

anthrax of not known etiology in Wuhan, Hubei 

Province, through National Health Commission 

(NHC), China of Dec 31st, 2019 (denoted as day 1) 

[5]. These important proceedings were consist of 

bunch of untimely recall, separation, alerting and 

molecular symptomatic for all doubted instances [6]. 

Active surveillance was once carried out upon 

patients’ presentation to health center in accordance to 

a set of impersonal and hygienic basis, which use to 

be modifying at some point of the evolution of SARS-

CoV-2 in China and Hong Kong. All doubted 

instances had been remoted in aerial contamination 

containment chamber for contiguity, globule and 

aerial safety measures. Doubted instances have been 

advised to Centre for well-being defense, Agency of 

fitness and nursing command. Intensify laboratory 

supervision was once additionally carried out to  

broaden the range of shielding (Table 1), however the 

affected person should additionally look after in aerial 

contamination containment chamber for contiguity as 

some distances as achievable [7]. Or else, there must 

be look after of the affected person in compartment 

with one meter spacing between patients [8]. 

The higher ventilatory cases along with 

nasopharyngeal consonants, or converge wipe, and 

throat wipe had been gathered for all instances 

underneath the classes of lively and more desirable lab 

scrutiny, whilst the decrease ventilatory case such as 

spittle, endotracheal consonant, or bronchoalveolar 

bath had been amassed for speedy molecular 

diagnostic take a look at if available [9]. The 

molecular diagnostic check used to be concurrently 

carried out by way of Public Health Laboratory 

Service, Centre for Health Protection, and Queen 

Mary Hospital, The University of Hong Kong at some 

point of the preliminary section of the alertness with a 

turnaround time of four to eight hours, relying on the 

variety of case per bunch. With the growing variety of 

test, molecular diagnostic take a look at once carried 

out with the aid of seven microbiology laboratories in 

seven regional hospitals, which includes Queen Mary 

Hospital, in Hong Kong considering 1st of the 

February 2020 (day 33).  

Sanitation of validated case used to be considered. 

Exotic occurrence was once described as sufferers 

with visiting records to the pompous regions fourteen 

days earlier than signs onset, whilst neighborhood 

case was described as affected person had no records 

of tour to the pompous regions fourteen day ultimately 

than arrival of indications. Magnify contamination 

manipulate procedure with honestly graphics of the 

preference of PPE has been imposed (Table 2). 

Methodical unlocked body of workers boards were 

clasp alongside with face to face schooling periods to 

grant exact time contamination command updates and 

tackle body of workers concern, if any. Practical 

coaching periods of the usage of personal protecting 

equipment were carried out through health center 

contamination manipulate party. Hand cleanliness 

agreement evaluation was carried out generally in our 

nursing homes. 

Master planning to forestall 
transference in eye service sufferer’s 
health center 
In view of January 25, 2020, Hospital Authority, the 

public fitness carrier company in Hong Kong, operate 
the extremity reaction magnitude in all communal 

hospitals [10]. To get rid of transference of COVID-
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19 in the eye ward, here are some course of actions in 

our ophthalmic wards at the United Christian Hospital 

and Tseung Kwan O Hospital in Hong Kong. The two 

nursing homes obey the Jap area of Kowloon 

peninsula of the Hong Kong Special managerial area 

with drainage inhabitants of over 1,155,000. Both 

nursing homes have inpatient isolation amenities and 

are accountable for administration of COVID-19 

contaminated instances inside the region. The 

contamination manipulate procedures executed in 

ophthalmology were based on comprehensive danger 

through each nearby ophthalmologists and 

contamination manipulate experts [11]. They have 

been based totally on a three-extent ranking of 

manipulates procedures which are organizational 

command, environmental manage, and the use of 

Private Defensive Gear (PDG) (Fig. 1). 

 

Table 1: Surveillance system for early detection of patient with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 

(SARS-CoV-2) 
Active surveillance for imported case a (from 31 December 2019, day 1)b 

A. Clinical criteria (evolving with time) Remark 

1. Presented with fever and acute respiratory illness, or pneumonia (from day 1 

to day 23) 

Prepare for the importation 

of index patient to Hong 

Kong 2. Presented with fever and acute respiratory illness, or pneumonia (with effect 

from day 24) 

B. Epidemiological criteria (evolving with time)c  

1. Travel history to Wuhan, Hubei province, People’s Republic of China within 

14 days before onset of symptoms, irrespective of any exposure to wet 

market of seafood market (from day 1 to day 16) 

Prepare for the importation 

of index patient to Hong 

Kong  

2. Patient had either one of the following within 14 days prior to the onset of  

symptoms: (a) visited Wuhan (regardless of whether the individual had 

visited wet markets or seafood markets there); or (b) visited a medical 

hospital in Mainland China; or (c) has close contact with a confirmed case of 

the novel coronavirus while that patient was symptomatic (from day 17 to 

day 20) 

In response to the evolving 

epidemic with increasing 

number of confirmed case 

in Wuhan 

3. Patient had either one of the following within 14 days prior to the onset of 

symptoms: (a) visited Hubei Province (regardless of whether the individual 

has visited wet markets or seafood markets there); or 2 (b) or 2 (c) listed 

above (with effect from day 21) 

In response to spread of 

nCoV-209 beyond Wuhan 

Laboratory based enhanced surveillance system to identify imported and locally acquired case (starting from 13 

January 2020, day 14, and evolving with time)d 

C. Patient with pneumonia Remark 

1. (a) with unknown causes (not responding to treatment in 3 days); or (b) 

requiring ICU care; or occurring in clusters; or (c) who is a healthcare worker 

from day 14 to day 21) 

In response to the evolving 

epidemic with increasing 

number of confirmed case 

in Wuhan, and other parts 

of China 

2. Point Cl or any inpatient with pneumonia and travel history to mainland 

China within 14 days before onset of symptoms (from day 22) 

3. Community acquired pneumonia without travelling history (from day 32) In response to the 

confirmed local case in 

Hong Kong 

 

 

Table 2: Infection control measures to enhance the presentation of nosocomial transmission of Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 
 Caring for suspected or 

confirmed SARS-CoV-2 a 

Triage station b Aerosol generating 

procedures c 

Other wards or 

patients’ areas d 

Other area 

with no direct 

patient contact 

Hand hygiene Required Required Required Required Required 

Choice of mask N95 respirator N95 respirator N95 respirator Surgical mask Surgical mask 

Isolation gown AAMI level 3 t AAMI level 1 or 3 t AAMI level 1 or 3 t  
 

Standard 

precautions +/- 
transmission based 

precautions. 

Not required 
Disposable gloves Required Risk assessment Required Not required 

Eye protection Goggles face shield Eye visor/ goggles/ 

face shield 

Goggles / face 

shield 

Not required 

Hair cover Optional Optional Optional Not required 
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Fig 1: COVID-19 related mortality may be reduced by many factors. 

 

It is consequently imperative to make certain that 

fever sufferers are recognized earlier than they set foot 

in the medical space. A systematize stage used to be 

organize at the doorway of eye health center. All 

patients along the men and women who came with 

them had been screened the usage of infrared 

thermometers. Fevers sufferers had been supplied 

with fitness recommendation pamphlets and have 

been cautioned to are looking for clinical interest and 

adjourn their eye health facility meetings if their eye 

prerequisites have been crucial. The peoples with 

pressing eye state and temperature have been 

considered through accessible eye doctor, in affected 

person separated chambers or in affected person 

compartment later admittance. For the patients who 

have no fever, opinion poll to display screen for 

TOCC (move to pompous regions at some point of the 

gestation spell, profession, association of a doubted 
case, bunch of specimens) have been directed by 

means of triage nurses. The following  

standards had been additionally used to identify: 

sufferers who moved to outburst regions inside 14 

days, persons with signs of higher ventilatory tract 

contamination, such as cough, and Sufferers dreadful 

inflammation. 

If they have any of the above standards, their health 

facility consultations would be delayed for at least 

fourteen days, which is cutting edge appreciation of 

the gestation length of COVID-19. [13] Any 

pretentious person who contended any of the above 

standards however essential pressing ophthalmic 

interest would be diverted to a separate ready region 

and viewed through a specifies eye specialist in a 

unique room. Committed tools and contraptions have 

been used and no longer shared with the other 

negotiations’ rooms. To forestall cross infection, 

sufferer negotiation from different strong points had 

been viewed in separated mother or father 
compartments as an alternative of the patient eye 

healthcare. 
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Reduction of smoke or fog cloud and 
droplet era in Ophthalmology 
The scientific professionals currently counseled that 

Covid-19 consist aerosol transference [14], 

movements aerosol producing processes in 

ophthalmic exercise must be hang on. Non-contact 

tonometry (NCT) is a possible supply of micro aerosol 

[15]. Making use of digital cameras and beam that had 

been mechanically integrate to a NCT gadget, [15] 

deliberate the interference of tear film when a 

heartbeat of coerce air was once puff closer to the 

eyeball [16]. They mentioned shared movie accessible 

and micro aerosol emergence. Consequently, it is well 

judged to droop the utilization of contactless 

tonometry in epidemic regions. Additional methods of 

inside the eye strain estimation, especially i-care 

tonometry or Goldman applanation tonometry used. 

Using biodegradable recommendations in tonometry, 

the chance of cross infection must be reduced. It might 

also annoys the nasal mucosa and give rise to 

wheezing, and regularly entails suction of nasal 

discharge, it may affect the operator but he must be 

avert as much as he can [17]. If inescapable, splendid 

not public safety tools must be utilized [18]. If 

ophthalmic surgical treatment wants to be done, it 

must ideally be executed underneath neighborhood 

anesthesia and no longer regular anesthesia, as 

endotracheal in tubation is of aerosol producing nature 

[18]. If extremity functioning underneath common 

place insentience is inexorable, eye specialist ought to 

task intently with anesthesia specialist and inner 

doctors to make sure COVID-19 fast check is 

executed for illness and TOCC nice instances earlier 

than intending below widespread anesthesia [19]. For 

sufferers who examined positive, sufferers who 

examined poor however had been impersonally 

doubtful, or in ultra-urgent instances when it was once 

no longer viable to stand by for the check result, the 

surgery would be carried out in separated working 

coliseum and all group of workers would put on 

seclusion robes, N95 masks and defensive bifocals. 

Inflammation manipulate education 
and body of workers supervising 

Every single body of workers have to endure 

contamination manipulate education to acquaint 

themselves with the applicable steps of hand 

cleanliness and pulling on and taking off of non-public 

protecting instruments [20]. All medical body of 

workers have been required to quantify and file their 

personal physique temperatures earlier than work, and 

record any signs such as temperature, de-stress, 

muscle pain, throat infection, runny nose, croaking, 

spewing, gippy tummy or lungs fever [21]. Employees 

had been stimulated to record their tour old days when 

they came back from vacations. 

Environmental control 

The impetus of environmental manipulate was once to 

stop and decrease the attention of contagious globule 

in circling air. Air flow at the ready regions used to be 

stronger by means of opening of the sparkling air 

dampers in the air coping with gear to reap a greater 

clean air price with elevated air dilution [22]. 

Ambulatory excessive affectivity gritty air gadgets 

have been deliver to increase the whole air exchange 

fees in ready areas the place important [23]. The shut 

closeness between eye specialist and sufferers all 

through cut beacon scrutiny places eye specialist at 

hazard of infection, as droplets from a cough or sneeze 

can journey up to six feet [13]. To decrease the threat 

of transmission by droplets, shielding shield (made of 

plastic) has been mounted on slit lamps [20]. These 

protections acted as protective shields to droplets and 

they cleaned and disinfected after every session, or if 

the protections have seen dirty or not cleaned [24]. 

Instruments such as slit lamps and binocular oblique 

ophthalmoscopes, and environmental surfaces that 

have been often touched by using healthcare people 

and sufferers have been disinfected in accordance to 

nearby disinfection guidelines [16]. To less the crowd 

of the team of workers for educational conferences, 

the use of video convention by non-public cell gadgets 

used to be useful and motivated [25]. Suitable 

dissociate between diners in canteens have to be 

acquired, further, body of workers have been 

encouraged to take a seat in one way direction [26]. 

Use of Private Defensive Gear (PDG) 

The first two manage tiers decrease the regions of 

publicity to COVID-19 however do not longer remove 

threat in the regions the place publicity should 

nonetheless happen. Using PDG tools in these 

conditions may want to in addition decrease the 

danger of publicity of healthcare employees to 

contagious globules expelled from an affected person 

with contagious COVID-19 disorder. The emergency 

response stage in Hong Kong, universal overlaying in 

all hospitals and clinics was once practices [27]. Eye 

safety tools such as goggles or protecting glasses had 

been furnished to every specialist and surgical masks 
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had been worn through each eye specialist and 

infected person. Eye specialist attending greater 

hazard sufferers at particular regions took greater 

precautions and wore full PDG which includes 

separated robes, hand covers, had coverings, visors 

and N95 respirators. Hand cleanliness the use of the 

World Health Organization formulation alcohol or 

washing of hands after each and every affected person 

come across [28]. If mittens have been worn, they 

have been eliminated observed through hand hygiene 

between cases. 

Execution of communal dissociation 
strategies for employees, trainers and 
faculty 

Every massive group of workers crowds negated. A 

plan is to limit toes visitors in radiology analyzing 

chambers by means of cheering far off negotiation by 

means of broad casting and cell phone as an 

alternative than in person [29]. Happening again in 

departmental conventions and a couple of scientific 

conventions have been moved to visual or broad 

casting conventions. We are transversing techniques 

which will helps to enable analysis radiologists to 

work from domestic and growing training for the time 

when this is suitable. 

Arrangement for attainable out pouring of infected 

persons 

Out pouring in sufferers along the regarded or doubted 

corona virus sickness will need distributing of assets. 

Sickness or elements such as faculty closing may use 

up our health practitioner and personnel human 

resources [30]. Eventuality plans have been developed 

for renovation of our medical things to do and crewing 

in such instances [31]. To preserve medical institution 

mattress opportunity, timetables have been frozen up 

for arbitrational radiology and neuro interventional 

radiology fortnightly for methods that need sufferers 

to have commentary or hospitalization in a single day 

[32]. 

Guaranteed supportable radiology 
functioning 

To make it at certain level that each team of workers 

members is capable with fashionable contamination 

manipulate executions and use of gorgeous private 

safety equipment is our objective [33]. This current 
hour, the precedence of us now is to make sure 

nonstop and constant exercise to keep away from 

workforce fatigue or complacency that can in any 

other case without problems end outcome in blunder 

in contamination sway [34]. Day to day surveys of 

contamination manage strategies are directed. 

Workforce into hybrid groups functioning in isolation 

bodily areas to keep away from massive numbers of 

radiology team of workers contributors being problem 

to quarantine has been allotted by us [35]. Meetings 

are performed through digital systems to keep away 

from parishioners. Workers are prompted to exercise 

communal distancing. Clarifying gear popularity is 

traced day by day to make sure ample imaging 

capacity. 

Legislative Measures to Control COVID-
19 

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, countries in the 

world have been adopting different legislative 

measures for its control. For instance, in Hong Kong 

the Government issued “The Prevention and Control 

of Disease (Requirement and Directions) (Business 

and Premises) Regulation (the Regulation) (Cap. 

599F)” [36] and “The Prevention and Control of 

Disease (Prohibition on Group Gathering) Regulation 

(Cap. 599G)” [37] which helped the authorities to 

enhance social distancing among the general public in 

order to address the raising health emergency. 

Moreover, “The Prevention and Control of Disease 

(Regulation of Cross-boundary Conveyances and 

Travellers) Regulation (Cap. 599H)” [38] has also 

been issued to prevent the spread of COVID-19 

through cross border travellers. While issuing the 

above-mentioned Regulations, the Government 

Authorities of Hong Kong specifically focused on the 

activities and places/premises containing the higher 

infection risks regarding the COVID-19. Similar 

kinds of practices can also be found in different 

countries of the world for the prevention and control 

of COVID-19. Further, Legislation aiming to control 

COVID-19 continues to be updated in a timely 

manner in order to keep a balance between the 

prevention and control of disease, economic needs of 

the society and acceptance level of the public [39]. It 

is important to mention here that self-discipline and 

co-operation of the public are the keys to control 

COVID-19 effectively [40]. Effective implementation 

of the policies, strategies, and legislation at 

international, national and local levels is necessary to 

limit the wide spread of COVID-19. 

Conclusions 
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Impersonal data on coronavirus contamination in 

infants are nevertheless very restricted. Even if 

coronavirus can transfer perpendicularly via mucosa 

and its temporary and persisting damage to progeny is 

nevertheless ambiguous. So, it is necessary to preserve 

all the cases of coronavirus contaminated and doubted 

pregnant ladies and their neonates, along with 

esophagus wipes, outermost blood, placenta tissue 

after the baby has been born, amniotic fluid, twine 

blood, new child pharyngeal swabs and breast milk, 

for in deep way find out about and nonstop following 

statement of future generations. As the COVID-19 

contamination is nevertheless in rebellion style, it is of 

upper most significance to stay observant and begin 

proceeds critical evaluated to stop its channeling. 

Every single viral eruption supply a chance to grasp 

principal class to upgrade impersonal custody and 

lessen upcoming viral eruption transference. The 

Coronavirus epidemic is speedily altering, and our 

reaction should be uniformly energetic and amenable 

if we are to token the expansion of this vital latest 

pathogen. We should also need to make effective 

legislation system which could help to prevent the 

spread of disease. 
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